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International Secondary Catalogue 2015–2016
Welcome to our International Secondary 2015–2016 catalogue. Inside you will find resources and
books for 11–18 year olds, as well as a wide range of teacher resources, packed full of inspiring ideas
to help learning.
If you have any questions or would like to find out more, please contact the International team, whose
details are on the back cover. We are always happy to hear from you.
There is also a list of some key distributors on the back of the catalogue. You can buy our resources
locally in over 100 countries as well as from a great many international school suppliers. Let us know if
you need more details on finding a local supplier.
Please see below for some of the most exciting new publishing from Collins this year – we hope you
enjoy browsing.

Samantha Eardley
Marketing Director

freedom to teach

PS: Don’t miss out – free resources, special offers and invaluable teaching
tips on our Freedom to Teach blog! You can find it all on www.collins.co.uk

Find
Find us
us at
at www.collins.co.uk
www.collins.co.uk
and follow our blog – articles and
information by teachers for teachers.
@FreedomToTeach
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New titles

Age
EY
11–14

Age range

IB

For the International
Baccalaureate

IGCSE® is the registered
trademark of Cambridge
International Examinations
Available on the new
online learning platform
Collins Connect:

Connect

Follow us on Twitter
@freedomtoteach for tips, offers
and more

Search for Collins Secondary and Letts
on Facebook

Find a wealth of practical tips and
lesson plans at our blog –
http://freedomtoteach.collins.co.uk/

Sign up for emails at www.collins.co.uk
for information, resources and news

www.collins.co.uk
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Maths
English

Collins Cambridge Checkpoint English
Series editors: Julia Burchell and Mike Gould

NEW

Age
11–14

Authors: Lucy Birchenough, Clare Constant, Steve Eddy, Naomi Hursthouse,
Ian Kirby, Richard Patterson, Alison Ramage and Nikki Smith
Show students how to make progress towards Cambridge Checkpoint and
IGCSE success with these skills-focused resources. Offers rich, engaging and
comprehensive coverage of the Cambridge Secondary 1 Curriculum Framework
at Stages 7, 8 and 9, with differentiation to support all your learners.
● Focus on improving skills – full coverage of the Cambridge Secondary 1

Curriculum Framework with clear learning outcomes in each chapter
● Organised by writing type – each chapter covers reading, writing, speaking

and listening skills, and builds towards a detailed final task
● Support progression – show students how to improve via modelling,

scaffolded activities and end-of-chapter self-assessment tasks and checklists
● Engage students with rich and varied text extracts – up-to-date,

international literature and non-fiction texts represent the different forms
and purposes required at each stage of the Curriculum Framework
● A clear lesson-by-lesson approach – can be used as an off-the-shelf

teaching solution or to support existing schemes of work

Connect
The online resource includes an electronic version of the Student Book for frontof-class use, with simple interactives to engage students and extra questions to
help monitor progress.
Chapter 4 . Topic 9

Writing task and
improve your work

You will learn how to:
• combine the descriptive writing
skills you have learned in one
text
• understand what makes a highlevel piece of descriptive writing.

Your task

2

4 .9

Now take your best ideas and put them into a
sequence of paragraphs. For example:

Paragraph

Focus on...

Paragraph 1

time of day/weather/atmosphere

Paragraph 2

dead trees

Top tip
As this is description,
you do not need lots
of action or speech.

Paragraph 3

Describe a landscape or city from the future. You can base
it on the image in Topic 8 or on the one below. Or you can
imagine your own futuristic landscape or city.

Paragraph 4
3

We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations towards
endorsement of these forthcoming titles

Copy the table to remind yourself of the different
ways in which you can use vocabulary, imagery,
paragraphs and sentence structure to create
imaginative and engaging descriptive work. Tick off
each skill or feature as you use it in your draft.

Feature

√

Paragraphs each with a separate focus
Different lengths of paragraphs for effect

The Teacher Guides and Workbooks have not been
through the Cambridge endorsement process

Prepositions to indicate the position and location of
things and people
Variety of type and length of sentences to create surprise,
add detail or show a sequence:
• simple (‘The tree was dead.’)
• compound (‘The tree was dead and the wind
howled.’)
• complex (‘The tree was dead, although something
stirred in the branches.’)

Approaching the task
1

Other senses: smell,
sound, taste, touch
Futuristic
landscape
People or
wildlife
Volcanic
crater

34

Precise vocabulary (do not repeat adjectives or verbs
unnecessarily)

Plan your ideas. Your plan could take the form of a
flow diagram or a mind map like this:

Use of imagery: similes that use ‘like’ or ‘as’ and
metaphors

Time of
day and
weather/
atmosphere

4

Come up with a striking opening sentence.
For example:

Standing on the strange crimson sands, I gazed at the
jagged, mist-shrouded mountains that rose out of the
surrounding jungle.

Different
scenery
Dead trees

Writing

Descriptive writing

Stage 7: Student Book

978-0-00-811690-3

£15.99

Stage 7: Teacher Guide

978-0-00-814053-3

£49.99

Stage 7: Workbook

978-0-00-814048-9

£8.99

Stage 7: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence
978-0-00-816056-2 £200.00 + VAT

4

Stage 8: Student Book

978-0-00-814046-5

£15.99

Stage 8: Teacher Guide

978-0-00-814054-0

£49.99

Stage 8: Workbook

978-0-00-814050-2

£8.99

35

Sample pages from Collins Checkpoint
English Student Book, Stage 7

Stage 8: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 Year Licence
978-0-00-816057-9 £200.00 + VAT
Stage 9: Student Book

978-0-00-814047-2

£15.99

Stage 9: Teacher Guide

978-0-00-814055-7

£49.99

Stage 9: Workbook

978-0-00-814052-6

£8.99

Stage 9: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence
978-0-00-816058-6 £200.00 + VAT

Age
11-14

Connect

Second Editions
Series Editors: Gareth Calway

Maths
English

Aiming for

● Develop the essential reading and writing skills for each level, with

clear, accessible explanations, inspiring examples and lively followup activities, written by experienced teachers and consultants
● Target areas of underperformance, with a chapter on each key

reading or writing skill, including coverage of new skills such as
synthesis and summary
● Build confidence in grammar using contextualised teaching support

with an emphasis on how it will improve the student’s writing and
on the effect of grammar choices

Aiming for Progress in Reading: Book 1

978-0-00-754749-4

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Reading: Book 2

978-0-00-754753-1

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Reading: Book 3

978-0-00-754750-0

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Reading: Book 4

978-0-00-754747-0

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Writing and Grammar: Book 1 978-0-00-754751-7

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Writing and Grammar: Book 2 978-0-00-754754-8

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Writing and Grammar: Book 3 978-0-00-754752-4

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Writing and Grammar: Book 4 978-0-00-754748-7

£8.15

Aiming for Progress in Reading, Writing and Grammar Book 2:
Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence
978-0-00-758860-2

£215.00 + VAT

Aiming for Progress in Reading, Writing and Grammar Book 3:
Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence
978-0-00-758861-9

£215.00 + VAT

Grammar for GCSE English:
Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence

£215.00 + VAT

978-0-00-758862-6

Grammar for GCSE
English

Age
14+

Connect

Boost students’ understanding of grammar, spelling and
punctuation to improve their writing and their GCSE,
International GCSE and equivalent examination results.
● Contains over 30 stimulating tutorials which can be

used in regular grammar sessions or as an intensive
intervention programme
● Written by a team of experienced teachers and

consultants, and trialled in the classroom

Grammar for GCSE English

www.collins.co.uk

978-0-00-754755-5

£9.99

● Explores the choices other writers make to show

students how to strengthen their own writing at a
word, sentence, paragraph and whole text level
● Focuses on the specifics of writing to inform and

explain; writing to summarise; writing to argue
and persuade; writing to explore and analyse; and
writing to describe and narrate with a dedicated
chapter on each writing purpose

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English

Read On

Age
11-14

Series Consultants:
Alan Gibbons and Natalie Packer
Motivate struggling readers to read for pleasure and
improve their fluency, with exciting fiction and non-fiction
books from popular authors at exactly the right levels.
● Engage demotivated and reluctant readers with

a selection of fiction and non-fiction books, featuring
gripping stories, inviting illustrations and fascinating
facts
● Ease reluctant readers into mainstream reading with

real books written by well-known authors including
Alan Gibbons, Benjamin Zephaniah and Cathy MacPhail
● Offer the right level of challenge with books

carefully banded, designed to steadily increase
students’ reading stamina, accuracy and fluency
● Help students succeed at reading with the

downloadable Teacher Guide, featuring guidance
on how to help reluctant readers, fully editable
worksheets and step-by-step session plans for each
title, along with plenty of assessment support

See the order form
for full list of titles

Sample illustration from The Return of Frankie Stine.

6

Perfect for Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL)

in association with

English

Amazing People ELT Readers

Inspire your students with characters from the past telling their own story. The Amazing People ELT Readers
create an engaging first-person narrative that brings historical characters to life.
● 5 or 6 short stories per book, each with a historical character telling their own life story
● Carefully graded across four levels, using the Collins COBUILD grading scheme
● A free video per book and additional learning content for teachers and students available online at

www.collinselt.com/readers
Leaders

978-0-00-754492-9

Level 1 (CEF: A2)

£7.99

Inventors

978-0-00-754494-3

Level 1 (CEF: A2)

£7.99

Entrepreneurs & Business People

978-0-00-754501-8

Level 1 (CEF: A2)

£7.99

Women

978-0-00-754493-6

Level 1 (CEF: A2)

£7.99

Performers

978-0-00-754508-7

Level 1 (CEF: A2)

£7.99

Mathematicians

978-0-00-754503-2

Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

£7.99

Architects & Artists

978-0-00-754496-7

Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

£7.99

Composers

978-0-00-754502-5

Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

£7.99

Aviators

978-0-00-754495-0

Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

£7.99

Medical People

978-0-00-754509-4

Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

£7.99

Explorers

978-0-00-754497-4

Level 3 (CEF: B1)

£7.99

Writers

978-0-00-754498-1

Level 3 (CEF: B1)

£7.99

Philanthropists

978-0-00-754504-9

Level 3 (CEF: B1)

£7.99

Performers

978-0-00-754505-6

Level 3 (CEF: B1)

£7.99

Scientists

978-0-00-754510-0

Level 3 (CEF: B1)

£7.99

Thinkers & Humanitarians

978-0-00-754499-8

Level 4 (CEF: B2)

£7.99

Scientists

978-0-00-754500-1

Level 4 (CEF: B2)

£7.99

Writers

978-0-00-754506-3

Level 4 (CEF: B2)

£7.99

Leaders

978-0-00-754507-0

Level 4 (CEF: B2)

£7.99

Entrepreneurs & Business People

978-0-00-754511-7

Level 4 (CEF: B2)

£7.99

Agatha Christie ELT Readers
Collins brings the Queen of Crime to English language learners –
and helps students get the most out of Agatha Christie’s
legendary crime stories.
Please see the order
form for full list of titles

Lesson plans and activities available
online at www.collinselt.com/readers

Real Lives, Real Listening
A three-level listening skills textbook for learners
of English, based on unscripted and authentic recordings,
featuring native and non-native speakers.
Elementary A2

978-0-00-752231-6 £19.99

Intermediate B1-B2

978-0-00-752232-3 £19.99

Advanced B2-C1

978-0-00-752233-0 £19.99

www.collins.co.uk

Each title
includes MP3 CD

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English

Collins Readers

Age
11–16

●

 nspire your students with well-known classics
I
and award-winning contemporary fiction, written
by leading novelists and selected by experts and
teachers for their classroom potential

●

 asy-to-read student editions that are durable
E
with a high-quality format

●

 nhance your teaching with free lesson plans and
E
ICT activities for many of the titles, available to
download from www.collins.co.uk

See the order form for the full range available and
for any territory restrictions on Readers titles

Collins Drama

8

Age
11+

●

 nspire and excite your students with high-quality playscripts by
I
renowned contemporary writers

●

 erfect for school performance and class interaction with large
P
casts and a good combination of male and female roles

●

 xtensive time-saving resource materials to add further interest and
E
context to your teaching
Secrets

978-0-00-727487-1

£8.30

The Voices of Children

978-0-00-726346-2

£8.30

Private Peaceful

978-0-00-722486-9

£8.30

Black Harvest

978-0-00-330233-2

£8.30

Bugsy Malone

978-0-00-330230-1

£8.30

Dear Nobody

978-0-00-320004-1

£8.30

Flour Babies

978-0-00-330312-4

£8.30

Step by Wicked Step

978-0-00-717896-4

£8.30

Gotcha

978-0-00-725870-3

£8.30

Dracula

978-0-00-330224-0

£8.30

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

978-0-00-323078-9

£8.30

The Granny Project

978-0-00-330234-9

£8.30

Authors: Mike Gould and Rebekah Beattie

NEW

Age
14–16

Maths
English

Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Drama

Student Book

Prepare for the Cambridge IGCSE® in Drama 2018 syllabus
with an approach that helps to create a varied, stimulating
and enjoyable learning environment which enables students
of different confidence and ability levels to flourish.

Student Book:

CAMBRIDGE
IGCSE DRAMA
®

● Fully matched to the 2018 Cambridge IGCSE Drama syllabus

Mike Gould and Rebekah Beattie

● Monitor learning with the ‘Check your progress’ and ‘Learning Log’

where students record and evaluate their work

Teacher Guide:
● Enable students to learn a range of skills, including how to build

their self-awareness and confidence
● Worksheets, PowerPoints and visual resources are supplied to
We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations towards
endorsement of this forthcoming title

accompany each unit

Online Resource:
● Supporting components include scripts from plays, still images from

productions, cards to assist in devising and a range of video clips
from performances and rehearsals

The Teacher Guide has not been through the
Cambridge endorsement process

Connect
Student Book

978-0-00-812467-0

£23.99

Teacher Guide

978-0-00-814210-0

£70.00

Online resource: Powered by
Collins Connect, 1 year licence

978-0-00-816215-3

£120.00 +VAT

Digital content includes further
material to engage students and
support study.

Sample from Collins
IGCSE Drama showing
introduction and initial
exploration of dialogue
skills in ‘Acting’

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English

Collins Cambridge IGCSE®
First Language English

Age
14–16

Series Editor: Julia Burchell Written by: Keith Brindle,
Geraldine Dunn, Steve Eddy and Mike Gould

Student Book:
● Show students how to progress with a clear Student Book structure

that moves from building key reading and writing skills to applying
these skills to specific exam-style questions and coursework tasks
● Help students reach their full potential with differentiated

tasks and regular ‘check your progress’ features to help students
understand how to improve their work

Teacher Guide:
● Save time on planning and preparation with expert support from

Julia Burchell, an experienced examiner and trainer. The Teacher
Guide includes a two-year scheme of work, differentiated lesson
plans and worksheets, further exam practice and extension activities
for the most able students
● Engage and motivate your students with a range of exciting texts

This resource is endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2015
The Teacher Guide has not
been through the Cambridge
endorsement process

from a variety of countries and cultures

2 Sentences for effect

3 Write a continuation of the paragraph as the man is followed up
the tower by his pursuers. Use a mix of simple sentences
and complex ones.

Learning objectives
●● To

understand and use the full range of sentences for deliberate effects.

Exploring skills
If you use only short simple declarative sentences, your writing can
be very dull and sound unnatural. For example:

This would explain the two equal threats the narrator faces.
All these sentence types can help you build paragraphs.
Note how the example below uses different sentence
types to:
●● introduce the topic of the paragraph
●● develop what happens
●● end with a significant moment or change.

The trip was fantastic. We visited the pyramids. They were
very high. Then we went to the market. We bought great
gifts to take home.
1 What makes the following paragraph more interesting to read?

The old man watched me from his crate every morning as I
struggled to capture the stray goats and herd them into the
rickety pen my father had built. He said nothing and betrayed
no emotions as I stumbled here and there, trying to round
them up. Then, one morning, he stood up.

The trip was fantastic! We visited the pyramids, which
were as high as I’d imagined, although the highlight of
the visit was the market, where we bought some great
gifts to take home. Would I go back? Definitely!

4 What does the use of the short sentence suggest about
what is about to happen?

For example, which of the following ideas does the word
‘although’ help to make clear in the second sentence?
●● The pyramids were the best thing about the trip.
●● The market was more enjoyable than the pyramids.
●● They were equally enjoyable.

He walked towards me, and I realised he had something to tell or show
me. He held out his hand and in it was a small wooden whistle. I took
it from him and waited for him to explain how to use it. I continued to
wait, staring at him. Nothing. He simply turned and walked away.
Some help!

5 What do the one-word and two-word minor sentences suggest

Building skills

about how the writer feels?

Your sentences need to make your meaning clear and have a logical
sequence, but also create a tone that suits your audience and
purpose. In narrative or descriptive writing, simple sentences can
create tension or suspense. For example:
The man stopped. His breathing was heavy. Then, he heard steps. It was
them! He had no choice. He began to climb the tower.
However, if the text continued like this, it would become very
irritating and boring. Some variety is needed. This might be in the
form of a longer complex sentence, which continues the story and
adds new detail:
He dragged himself up the stone stairs, despite the pain from his
wounded leg.

10

Key terms

A similar effect can be created by using a single-word sentence:

2 What other effects are created by the variety of sentences used?

40

Developing skills
Compound sentences could also be used in the tower story,
like this:
His pursuers were determined and they knew the terrain
perfectly.

Applying skills
6 Now write the opening 125–150 words of a descriptive piece

called ‘The secret lake’. Include detailed description of what can be
seen and heard as dawn breaks. Build logically towards a significant
description or moment and use sentences for specific effects.

Excellent progress

Sound progress
●●

Section 1 Building Key Skills

minor sentence: a
short sentence of one or
two words that does not
contain a verb. Try using
these minor sentences
occasionally for dramatic
effect to make the
reader pause and think.

You use clear, easy-to-follow sentences
and make some attempt to engage the
reader.

●●

You use a full range of sentence types
fluently to create a range of effects that
sustain the reader’s interest.
Chapter 2 Key technical skills

Student Book

978-0-00-751705-3

£20.99

Teacher Guide

978-0-00-752073-2

£87.50

41

Age
14–16

English

Collins Cambridge IGCSE®
English as a Second Language
Authors: Alison Burch, Mike Gould, Jane Gould, Shubha Koshy,
Emma Watkins Consultant editor: Lorna Pepper
Skills-building support and practice, all in one book!

Student Book:
●

 elp students achieve success with skills-building activities
H
organised by topic and assessment practice

●

 upport your lower ability students with scaffolded tasks across
S
all skills and with write-in workbooks

●

Engage students with a rich variety of authentic, engaging listening
and reading texts with a global, multicultural focus

●

 elp students develop their listening skills with audio
H
recordings and scripts included on a CD that supports listening
activities in the book

This resource is endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations to support the
full syllabus for examination from 2015
The Teacher Guide has not
been through the Cambridge
endorsement process

Teacher Guide:
●

Save time with comprehensive lesson plans, photocopiable practice tests
and activities and ideas for differentiation and extension

●

 rovide lesson starters and discussion points with a DVD that includes
P
video clips relevant to the topics in the Student Book

Student Workbook:
● Enable

your students to consolidate their
knowledge with a write-in, full-colour workbook

● Set

homework quickly and easily as well as
setting tasks within the classroom
8.4 Disappearing ways of life

Student Book

978-0-00-743886-0

£22.99

Teacher Guide

978-0-00-743887-7

£87.50

Student Workbook

978-0-00-745689-5

£7.99

Checklist for success
Phrases and words that introduce opinions:

Listening skills in focus (L2 and L3)
In this section you will learn to:
understand and select relevant details in spoken texts
●● recognise and understand opinions in a range of spoken texts
●● recognise and understand conflicting opinions in an informal spoken text.
●●

Many traditional cultures from the countryside are disappearing.
It is not just people’s lifestyles that are disappearing, it is also the
knowledge they hold of their cultures that is being lost.

1 Look at these photos. They both show houses
in the Middle East.
In pairs, discuss the following questions.
a) Which photo shows a town (urban) life and which a country
(rural) life?
b) Where would you prefer to live? Give one reason why.
c) Do you think the photos are a good reflection of urban and rural
life where you live now?
2 In pairs, brainstorm and then copy and complete the table with things
that you associate or link with country life and town life in your country.
Think hard – maybe some activities are associated with both country
and town life.
Town life

Country life

Commuting to work
Using mobile phones

Exploring the skills
There are many situations when you might hear a lot of information in a short space
of time. You need to be able to find out quickly whether someone is giving you facts
or their opinions. If they give you facts it is often easier to trust them. Luckily you can
spot opinions from particular phrases people use to introduce them. For example:
The majority of people live in cities.
Fact – you can prove this fact by finding out how many people live in cities.
It’s normal that most people live in cities.
Opinion – you cannot prove ‘it is normal’.

162

4
4
4
4

‘It’s normal that …
‘It’s a shame that …’
‘It’s wonderful that …’
‘It’s terrible that …’

‘Obviously …’
‘never’
‘always’
‘better/best’

3 In pairs, listen to some statements about living in the country and
in the town. Sort the statements into fact and opinion. Be careful,
some of them are a mix of fact and opinion. Explain how the
statement can be proved if it is a fact.

Getting started

Commuting to work
Going to the cinema
Using mobile phones

4
4
4
4

Chapter 8 Culture and society

www.collins.co.uk

Opinion

Fact

The overcrowding The majority of
people live in
in our cities is
cities.
terrible.

8.1

How fact can be proven

Find out the numbers
and percentage of the
national population that
lives in the major cities.

4 Two young people from different countries talk about their home
life. Listen a first time and answer the question.
Who has a rural life and who has an urban life?

8.2

5 Listen again. Are the answers the speaker gives to these questions
facts or opinions? For example:
Where does she live?
She says she lives in an enormous and luxurious house. This is
opinion because you cannot prove it is luxurious – what is luxurious
to one person may not be to another.
Person 1
a) Where does she live?
b) Is there a school in her village?
c) How does she feel about going to
school?
d) What does she think about Abuja?
e) How does she keep in touch with
her parents?
Person 2
a) Where does he live?
b) What happened to his parents?
c) How does he feel about where he lives now?
d) What is the house like where he lives?
e) What are his grandparents like?
6 Listen again to the first few sentences from person 2. Find two facts
and two opinions.

8.3

Listening skills

163

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English

AQA GCSE English Language
and English Literature

Age
14+

Series editors: Sarah Darragh and Jo Heathcote
Teach AQA’s GCSEs in English Literature and English Language in one coherent
course with Student Books that help students to develop the key skills needed
at GCSE.

AQA GCSE English Language and English Literature: Core Student Book

978-0-00-759679-9 £16.99

AQA GCSE English Language and English Literature: Advanced Student Book

978-0-00-759680-5 £11.99

AQA GCSE English Language and English Literature: Teacher Guide

978-0-00-759681-2

£100.00

AQA GCSE English Language and English Literature:
Powered by Collins Connect, 1 Year Licence

978-0-00-759682-9

£500.00 + VAT

AQA GCSE English Language and English Literature:
Powered by Collins Connect, 3 Year Licence

978-0-00-812815-9

£1,200.00 + VAT

				
				
Connect
Collins Connect gives access to the student book content and additional resources on the
whiteboard, PC or any tablet device, inside or outside the classroom.

War Poems

Age
14+

Author: Christopher Martin
Support the skills needed for upper secondary pupils and beyond with
this bestselling anthology of poetry inspired by wars from the Napoleonic
era onwards.
Student Book

12

978-0-00-717746-2

£18.50

English

Get Ready for IELTS

CP

CP
NEW

Get Ready for IELTS is the perfect course for
students who are preparing to take the Academic
version of the IELTS exam. It has been specially
designed to help lower-level students to ‘get
ready’ for an IELTS preparation course.
Student’s Book (with CD):
●

Twelve units of carefully graded material to help lower
level students improve their reading, writing, speaking and
listening skills

●

Key grammar and vocabulary in every unit builds language
skills and improves accuracy

●

Model answers for Writing and Speaking exercises

●

Motivating topics and tasks help develop critical thinking
skills

●

Grammar reference section provides clear explanations and examples of key
language in use

Teacher’s Guide (with CD):
●

Clear and easy-to-follow lesson plans, explanations and instructions

●

Activities to spot-check understanding of key language points and introduce topics

●

Answer key with model answers for Writing and Speaking exercises

●

Audio CD with material for Listening and Speaking sections, and model answers
for Speaking

Workbook:
●

Grammar and vocabulary-building exercises

●

Consolidation and reinforcement of what
students have learnt

●

Additional practice focussing on grammar, vocabulary and
spelling to help students prepare for the Writing and
Speaking sections of the exam
Connect

Collins Connect gives access to the Workbook content as well as additional
resources for skills and exams practice.

Get Ready For IELTS: Student’s Book: IELTS 4+ (A2+)

978-0-00-813917-9 £19.99

Get Ready For IELTS: Teacher’s Guide: IELTS 4+ (A2+)

978-0-00-813918-6 £19.99

Get Ready For IELTS: Workbook: IELTS 4+ (A2+)

978-0-00-813566-9 £14.99

Get Ready For IELTS: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence

978-0-00-816008-1 £100 + VAT

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English

Collins English Language Teaching
Vital Verbs

Mini Flashcards
and Dice
Sixteen packs of 40 full-colour
flashcards with games and suggested
activities, for learners to use in class in
pair or group work. Flashcards can be
used together with the dice to create
fun, motivating and communicative
classroom activities.
● Perfect for multi-sensory approaches to teaching
● Great for independent or team learning

Vital Verbs Card Pack A

978-0-00-752253-8 £5.83 + VAT

● Suitable for all ages and language levels

Vital Verbs Card Pack B

978-0-00-752269-9 £5.83 + VAT

Vital Verbs Card Pack C

978-0-00-752268-2 £5.83 + VAT

FLASHCARDS (40 CARDS PER PACK)
Adjectives

978-0-00-752236-1

£5.83 + VAT

All About Me

978-0-00-752237-8

£5.83 + VAT

At Home

978-0-00-752238-5

£5.83 + VAT

At School

978-0-00-752239-2

£5.83 + VAT

Body & Health

978-0-00-752240-8

£5.83 + VAT

Clothes

978-0-00-752241-5

£5.83 + VAT

Feelings

978-0-00-752242-2

£5.83 + VAT

Food & Drink

978-0-00-752243-9

£5.83 + VAT

Happy Holidays

978-0-00-752244-6

£5.83 + VAT

Leisure

978-0-00-752245-3

£5.83 + VAT

People & Jobs

978-0-00-752246-0

£5.83 + VAT

Prepositions & Directions

978-0-00-752247-7

£5.83 + VAT

Round the Town

978-0-00-752248-4

£5.83 + VAT

Travel

978-0-00-752249-1

£5.83 + VAT

Verbs

978-0-00-752250-7

£5.83 + VAT

Weather & Calendar

978-0-00-752251-4

£5.83 + VAT

978-0-00-752266-8

£8.99 + VAT

DICE PACKS
Colours (10 identical dice)
Mood (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752265-1

£8.99 + VAT

Numbers 0 – 9 (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752260-6

£8.99 + VAT

Numbers 1 – 6 (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752259-0

£8.99 + VAT

Numbers 1 – 20 (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752258-3

£8.99 + VAT

Prepositions (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752264-4

£8.99 + VAT

Pronouns (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752263-7

£8.99 + VAT

Questions (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752262-0

£8.99 + VAT

Tenses (10 identical dice)

978-0-00-752261-3

£8.99 + VAT

Dice Pack (pack of 9 different dice)

978-0-00-752257-6

£7.95 + VAT

Mini Flashcards Language
Games – Teacher’s Book
Full of engaging and enjoyable
language games for presenting and
practising vocabulary using the Mini
Flashcards Card Packs and Dice.
Mini Flashcards Language Games
978-1-90-758403-9
£19.99
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Three packs of
36 full-colour
flashcards
with games
and suggested
activities. Can be
used alone or with the Mini Flashcards
Language Games Vital Verbs Teacher’s
Book.

Mini Flashcards Language Games Vital Verbs – Teacher’s Book
978-0-00-752235-4 £9.99 + VAT
Vital Verbs Kit (Teacher’s Book + 3 packs of cards
+ poster + 3 dice)
978-0-00-752267-5 £32.99 + VAT

English Through
Football
Provides general English
language practice through
the motivating theme of
football, with activities for
group and pair work.
English Through Football
(Teacher’s Book)
978-0-00-752234-7
£24.99

Teaching Techniques for
Communicative
English
How can teachers bridge the
gap between the language of
the classroom and the world
outside?
The lively activities in this
book give learners a chance
to experiment creatively
with newly-acquired language so they can
communicate in a meaningful way in real-life
situations.
Teaching Techniques for Communicative English
978-0-00-752252-1 £12.99

CP

CP
NEW

Age
11–16

With clear and accessible explanations, this series provides lots of practice opportunities for
each topic. Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more effective than repeated
study, it is guaranteed to help students achieve the best results.

English

Collins KS3 and GCSE Revision English

There are clear and concise revision notes, plus seven practice
opportunities for every topic covered in the curriculum.
COLLINS KS3 REVISION
English Revision Guide

978-0-00-756280-0

£7.99

English All-in-One Revision and Practice

978-0-00-756281-7

£10.99

GCSE English Language and English Literature:
All-in-One Revision and Practice

978-0-00-811258-5

£10.99

GCSE English Language and English Literature:
Revision Guide

978-0-00-811248-6

£5.99

NEW COLLINS GCSE REVISION

Download free flashcards at: collins.co.uk/collinsks3revision
collins.co.uk/collinsgcserevision

An ebook edition is included with the purchase of
each Collins GCSE Revision & Practice book.

Letts KS3, GCSE and
A Level Revision English

NEW

Age
11–18

This unique and innovative series supports all learning styles so
that every student can achieve the best results. Whether your
students learn best by seeing, hearing or doing, these revision
guides combine visual information with audio content and
hands-on activities to ensure all learners can revise effectively.
LETTS KS3 REVISION SUCCESS

Macbeth		

978-1-84-315311-5

£5.99

English Revision Guide

978-1-84-419759-0 £4.99

Of Mice and Men

978-1-84-315312-2

£5.99

English Workbook

978-1-84-419760-6 £4.99

Romeo and Juliet

978-1-84-315316-0 £4.99

To Kill a Mockingbird

978-1-84-315313-9 £4.99

A View From the Bridge

978-1-84-315321-4

English Complete Coursebook 978-1-84-419761-3
English Practice Test Papers

£12.99

978-1-84-419762-0 £5.99

Letts GCSE English Language & Literature Study Guide
		
978-1-84-419296-0 £10.99
LETTS GCSE REVISION SUCCESS
NEW GCSE English Language and English Literature:
Complete Revision & Practice 978-1-84-419811-5 £10.99
NEW GCSE English Language and English Literature:
Revision Guide		
978-1-84-419809-2 £5.99
NEW GCSE English Language and English Literature:
Exam Practice Workbook, with Practice Test Paper
		
978-1-84-419810-8 £5.99
LETTS EXPLORE GCSE TEXT GUIDES
An Inspector Calls

978-1-84-315314-6 £4.99

Animal Farm		

978-1-84-315317-7

£4.99

£4.99

LETTS GCSE SUCCESS REVISION GUIDES
English Language & Literature Revision Guide		
		
978-1-84-419520-6 £4.99
LETTS SUCCESS GCSE WORKBOOKS
English Language & Literature Revision Workbook		
		
978-1-84-419533-6 £4.99
LETTS GCSE STUDY GUIDES
English Language & Literature 978-1-84-419296-0 £10.99
LETTS COMPLETE A LEVEL STUDY GUIDES
Letts Complete A Level Guide English Literature
		
978-1-84-419437-7 £17.99
Letts Complete A Level Guide English Language
		
978-1-84-419436-0 £17.99

The Lord of the Flies (while stocks last)
		
978-1-84-315315-3 £4.99
Download free audio at: collins.co.uk/lettsks3revision
collins.co.uk/lettsgcserevision

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths
Dictionaries and Thesauruses

School Dictionaries and Thesauruses
●

 eveloped in association with teachers to ensure that
D
they include all the vocabulary your pupils need

●

 lexible, accessible and durable, they are ideal for
F
children starting secondary schools

●

 rammar and punctuation boxes give clear information
G
on the way English works

●

Includes supplement with key spelling rules and lists
words that are commonly confused or misspelled

Collins School Dictionary 5th Edition PB, 151 x 108 mm

978-0-00-753506-4 		

£6.99

Collins School Dictionary 5th Edition HB, 197 x 130 mm

978-0-00-753504-0 		

£11.99

Collins School Thesaurus 5th Edition PB, 151 x 108 mm

978-0-00-753509-5 		

£6.99

Collins School Dictionary and Thesaurus PB, 151x108mm

978-0-00-811195-3 		

£8.99

Collins Gem School Dictionary PB, 4th edition

978-0-00-745625-3 		

£4.99

Collins Gem School Thesaurus PB, 4th edition

978-0-00-745622-2 		

£4.99

Collins Gem School Dictionary & Thesaurus PB, 2nd edition

978-0-00-810286-9 		

£5.99

NEW Collins Gem School Dictionary PB, 5th edition

978-0-00-814646-7

April 2016 £4.99

NEW Collins Gem School Thesaurus PB, 5th edition

978-0-00-814645-0

April 2016 £4.99

Also available:
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Age
14–18

●

 ollins Paperback Dictionaries and Thesauruses:
C
the ideal reference books for schools. Language notes help
students to choose the right word and the easy-to-use layout
allows students to find words quickly and easily

●

 ollins Gem and Pocket Dictionaries: highly practical,
C
durable, small dictionaries perfect for students to
take home, with vinyl covers designed to survive schoolbags

Collins English Paperback Dictionary, 7th edition

978-0-00-810288-3		

£7.99

Collins English Paperback Thesaurus, 7th edition

978-0-00-810289-0		

£7.99

Collins English Paperback Dictionary and Thesaurus , 5th edition

978-0-00-810287-6		

£7.99

Collins Pocket English Dictionary PB

978-0-00-745055-8 		

£8.99

Collins Pocket English Thesaurus PB

978-0-00-745056-5 		

£8.99

Collins Pocket English Dictionary & Thesaurus PB

978-0-00-745701-4		

£9.99

NEW Collins Pocket English Dictionary PB, 10th edition

978-0-00-814180-6 Feb 2016 £8.99

NEW Collins Pocket English Thesaurus PB, 7th edition

978-0-00-814182-0

NEW Collins Pocket English Dictionary & Thesaurus PB, 7th edition

978-0-00-814179-0 Feb 2016 £8.99

Collins Gem Dictionary Flexibound

978-0-00-745623-9 		

£4.99

Collins Gem Thesaurus Flexibound

978-0-00-745624-6 		

£4.99

Collins Gem Dictionary and Thesaurus Flexibound

978-0-00-732493-4 		

£4.99

NEW Collins Gem English Dictionary Flexibound

978-0-00-814167-7

Jan 2016 £4.99

NEW Collins Gem English Thesaurus Flexibound

978-0-00-814169-1

Jan 2016 £4.99

NEW Collins Gem Dictionary & Thesaurus Flexibound

978-0-00-814171-4

Jan 2016 £4.99

Feb 2016 £8.99

Age
11–14

Age
11–14

Second Edition

Maths
Science

Collins Key Stage 3 Science
Series Editor: Ed Walsh
Authors: Sarah Askey, Tracey Baxter, Sunetra Berry,
Pat Dower and Anne Pilling

● Ensure progression throughout the key stage

with an in-depth scheme of work that supports
you in delivering inspiring lessons
● Engage and excite students by bringing

science to life and encourage students to
develop scientific curiosity
● Monitor your students’ progress with

assessment which helps you check students’
understanding of key concepts at the end of
each unit and each topic

● Develop skills for further study with questions

designed to build students’ ability to write
longer answers
● Engage students of all levels with clearly

differentiated material, meaning the books are
suitable for use with mixed ability classes
● Save time and cover the new curriculum with

confidence with ready-made editable lesson
plans, differentiated written worksheets and
practical science worksheets
● Consolidate learning with interesting and

varied homework activities
Connect

Use the digital component to deliver exciting lessons and explain difficult concepts, and check students’
progress with ease with the auto-marked homework activities and end-of-topic practice questions.

Key Stage 3 Science — STUDENT BOOK 1 [Second Edition]

978-0-00-750581-4

£14.99

Key Stage 3 Science — STUDENT BOOK 2 [Second Edition]

978-0-00-754021-1

£14.99

Key Stage 3 Science — STUDENT BOOK 3 [Second Edition]

978-0-00-754023-5

£14.99

Key Stage 3 Science — TEACHER PACK 1 [Second Edition]

978-0-00-754020-4

£150.00

Key Stage 3 Science — TEACHER PACK 2 [Second Edition]

978-0-00-754022-8

£150.00

Key Stage 3 Science — TEACHER PACK 3 [Second Edition]

978-0-00-754024-2

£150.00

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths
Science

Collins KS3 Revision Science

Age
11–14

With clear and accessible explanations, this new series
provides lots of practice opportunities for each topic.
Based on new research that proves repeated practice is
more effective than repeated study, it is guaranteed to
help students achieve the best results. There are clear and
concise revision notes, plus seven practice opportunities for
every topic covered in the curriculum.

Science Revision Guide

978-0-00-756282-4

£7.99

Science All-in-One Revision and Practice 978-0-00-756283-1

£10.99

Science Y7 Workbook

978-0-00-756273-2

£4.99

Science Y8 Workbook

978-0-00-756274-9

£4.99

Science Y9 Workbook

978-0-00-756275-6

£4.99
Download free flashcards at
collins.co.uk/collinsks3revision

Letts KS3 Revision Success Science

Age
11–14

This unique and innovative series supports all learning styles so that every student can
achieve the best results. Whether your students are a visual, auditory or kinaesthetic
learner, these revision guides combine visual information with audio content and hands-on
activities to ensure all learners can revise effectively.

18

Science Revision Guide

978-1-84-419763-7

£4.99

Science Workbook

978-1-84-419764-4

£4.99

Science Complete Coursebook 978-1-84-419765-1

£12.99

Science Practice Test Papers

£5.99

978-1-84-419766-8

Download free audio at
collins.co.uk/lettsks3revision

Age
14–16

Science
Maths

Letts GCSE Study Guides
A complete revision and study guide with detailed course notes to
support independent study, sample GCSE questions and answers
so that students know what the examiner is looking for, and lots of
GCSE-style questions for invaluable exam practice.

Biology

978-1-84-419536-7

£10.99

Chemistry

978-1-84-419537-4

£10.99

Physics

978-1-84-419538-1

£10.99

Science

978-1-84-419534-3

£10.99

Additional Science

978-1-84-419535-0

£10.99

Edexcel International
GCSE Revision Essentials

Age
14–16

Revision guides covering the Edexcel
International GCSE syllabus for Biology,
Chemistry and Physics. Can be used in
conjunction with the Collins Edexcel
International GCSE Student Book for
thorough exam preparation.

Edexcel International GCSE Biology Revision Guide

978-1-84-419739-2

£5.99

Edexcel International GCSE Chemistry Revision Guide 978-1-84-419740-8 £5.99
Edexcel International GCSE Physics Revision Guide

www.collins.co.uk

978-1-84-419741-5

£5.99

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths
Science

Collins Cambridge IGCSE
Science (Second Edition) and Edexcel
International GCSE Science
®

Age
14–16

Authors: Chris Sunley, Sue Kearsey and Andrew Briggs
Resources for Edexcel International GCSE and Cambridge IGCSE® designed to
help your students achieve success.
These products are endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2016

Revised and updated
Second Editions for
the Cambridge IGCSE
Science syllabus

Student Books:

Teacher Packs:

● Engage students with international case studies

● Deliver the syllabus with confidence with

and examples of how science is used in the real
world
● Push your brightest students and help them

prepare for post-16 study with Stretch and
Challenge activities
● Help students to consolidate knowledge with

comprehensive support including flexible topicbased teaching and learning strategies
● Save time with lots of ideas for practicals, activities

and worksheets
● Get started quickly and easily with straightforward

set-up and intuitive navigation

clear diagrams, overviews and summaries for each
topic
● Check understanding and help to prepare for

assessment with lots of practice exam-style
questions at the end of each topic
● Prepare for practical assessment with a

dedicated chapter

20

For more information, please visit
www.collins.co.uk

Maths
Science

QUESTIONS
1. Find the element calcium in the Periodic Table. Answer these
questions about calcium:

a) What is its atomic number?
b) What information does the atomic number give about the
structure of a calcium atom?

c) Which group of the Periodic Table is calcium in?

∆ Fig. 2.4 Metals: chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper and zinc.

d) Which period of the Periodic Table is calcium in?
2. What is the family name for the Group 7 elements?

Metal oxides form basic oxides. Basic oxides, which do not dissolve in
water, will react with acids to form chemicals called salts (for more
detail see page 209). Metal oxides, which dissolve in water, form
alkalis (for more detail see page 208).

3. Are the Group 7 elements metals or non-metals?

Poor conductors of electricity

e) Is calcium a metal or a non-metal?

M E TA L S A N D N O N - M E TA L S
ed as either metals or non-metals. In the
Periodic Table, the metals are arranged on the left and in the middle,
and the non-metals are on the right.
Metalloid elements are between metals and non-metals. They have
some properties of metals and some of non-metals. Examples of
metalloids are antimony (Sb) and germanium (Ge).
Metals and non-metals have quite different physical and chemical
properties.
High melting points

Good conductors of electricity

Low melting points

Poor conductors of heat

Typical properties of non-metals

Dull

Brittle

Exceptions:
• Carbon in the form of graphite is a good
conductor of electricity.
• Carbon and silicon have high melting points.

∆ Fig. 2.5 Properties of non-metals.
Good conductors of heat

Typical properties of metals
Shiny
Ductile
can be drawn
into a wire

Sonorous
ring when struck

THE PERIODIC TABLE

Exceptions:
• The alkali metals have low melting points and are not sonorous.
• Mercury has a low melting point.

∆ Fig. 2.3 Properties of metals.
∆ Fig. 2.6 Non-metals from left: silicon, chlorine, sulfur.

111

Non-metal oxides that dissolve in water typically form acidic oxides
or acids. Acidic oxides react with alkalis to form salts.

110

CHEMISTRY OF THE ELEMENTS

Malleable
can be hammered
into shape

Ed_Chem_Section2.indd 110

1/12/12 2:02 PM

Ed_Chem_Section2.indd 111

Edexcel International GCSE Biology Student Book

978-0-00-745000-8

£21.99

Edexcel International GCSE Biology Teacher Pack

978-0-00-745003-9

£100.00

Edexcel International GCSE Chemistry Student Book

978-0-00-745001-5

£21.99

Edexcel International GCSE Chemistry Teacher Pack

978-0-00-745004-6

£100.00

Edexcel International GCSE Physics Student Book

978-0-00-745002-2

£21.99

Edexcel International GCSE Physics Teacher Pack

978-0-00-745005-3

£100.00

Cambridge IGCSE Biology Student Book

978-0-00-759252-4

£21.99

Cambridge IGCSE Biology Teacher Pack

978-0-00-759264-7

£100.00

Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Student Book

978-0-00-759265-4

£21.99

Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Teacher Pack

978-0-00-759266-1

£100.00

Cambridge IGCSE Physics Student Book

978-0-00-759267-8

£21.99

Cambridge IGCSE Physics Teacher Pack

978-0-00-759268-5

£100.00

www.collins.co.uk

1/12/12 2:02 PM

Samples from Cambridge IGCSE
Chemistry Student Book (top)
and Edexcel International GCSE
Chemistry Student Book (below)

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Science

Letts Complete A Level Study Guides

Age
16–18

Complete study support throughout the two A Level years. The study guides provide indepth course coverage, plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the exams.

AS & A2 Biology

978-1-84-315926-1

£17.99

AS & A2 Chemistry

978-1-84-315927-8 £17.99

AS & A2 Physics

978-1-84-315928-5 £17.99

AS & A2 Edexcel Biology

978-1-84-419421-6 £15.99

AS & A2 Edexcel Chemistry 978-1-84-419422-3 £15.99
AS & A2 Edexcel Physics

978-1-84-419423-0 £15.99

Collins Introduction to
Secondary Science

Age
11–14

● Introduce Biology, Chemistry, and Physics topics at the right level using short

manageable sentences, bullet points and explanatory images to help visual learners
● Prepare students for exams with practice questions on every page that test

understanding
Collins Introduction to Secondary Science

978-0-00-741517-5

£12.99

Collins Advanced Science

Age
16+

● Provides full support for all the major exam boards with emphasis on How

Connect

Science Works, Science in Context and Stretch and Challenge feature boxes
● Written by expert authors with many years’ experience of teaching, examining

and writing

CAS Biology

978-0-00-726745-3

£42.00

CAS Chemistry

978-0-00-726747-7

£42.00

CAS Physics

978-0-00-726749-1

£42.00

Science Skills for IB

Age
16+

IB

Ideal for study towards the IB Diploma, these advanced Science Skills
books explain the essential science, maths and written communication skills
necessary for success. Ideal for class and independent study.

22

IB Science Skills Biology

978-0-00-755467-6

£9.99

IB Science Skills Chemistry

978-0-00-755468-3

£9.99

IB Science Skills Physics

978-0-00-755469-0

£9.99

IB

KS2
Age
16-18

KS2

Maths
Science

Collins AQA A-level
Science

CP

CP
NEW

Our new resources have been developed to match the
content and requirements of the new AQA specification and
designed to help students secure the essential knowledge,
skills and understanding to succeed at AS and A-level.
Student Books will:
●

Prepare students for assessment with key ideas, summaries and
practice questions designed for the linear course

●

Build confidence in tackling the mathematical requirement with
worked examples and targeted assignments

●

Strengthen practical skills with comprehensive Required Practical
sections featuring step-by-step instructions, and advice about how to
avoid common errors

●

Deepen students’ understanding of each discipline and equip them
for further study using comprehensive explanations, skills-focused
assignments and inspiring real-life contexts

●

Extend students’ knowledge and skills with specially designed Stretch
and Challenge questions

Teacher support:
●

Comprehensive support for teaching the new specification with
editable Schemes of Work and lesson plans in Word, featuring
learning outcomes

●

Cover the specification with confidence – each chapter has a planning
grid showing how lesson plans link to the specification

●

Provides invaluable and detailed guidance for preparation and
practical work, including technicians’ notes, practical sheets and
activity sheets

The Teacher Guides have not
entered AQA’s approval process

AQA A-Level Biology Year 1 and AS Student Book

978-0-00-759016-2

£25.00

AQA A-Level Biology Year 2 Student Book

978-0-00-759762-8

£24.99

AQA A-Level Biology Year 1 / AS and Year 2 Teacher Guide

978-0-00-811422-0

£150.00

AQA A-Level Chemistry Year 1 and AS Student Book

978-0-00-759021-6

£24.99

AQA A-Level Chemistry Year 2 Student Book

978-0-00-759763-5

£24.99

AQA A-Level Chemistry Year 1 / AS and Year 2 Teacher Guide

978-0-00-811424-4

£150.00

AQA A-Level Physics Year 1 and AS Student Book

978-0-00-759022-3

£25.00

AQA A-LEVEL Physics Year 2 Student Book

978-0-00-759764-2

£24.99

AQA A-LEVEL Physics Year 1 / AS and Year 2 Teacher Guide

978-0-00-811426-8

£150.00

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths
Maths

Collins Cambridge IGCSE®
Maths, Second edition

NEW

Age
14-16

Author: Chris Pearce
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Maths provides in-depth
coverage of every aspect of the latest Cambridge
IGCSE® Mathematics syllabus for examination
from 2015.
Student Book:
●

Support and challenge students with the Core curriculum
and Extended curriculum together in one book. This also aids
transition from Core to Extended

●

Consolidate understanding with tried and tested questions in
extensive practice exercises and detailed worked examples

●

This resource is endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations to support the
full syllabus for examination from 2015

Deliver a fully international course with international examples,
contexts, names, currency and locations

The Teacher Pack has not
been through the Cambridge
endorsement process

Teacher Pack:
●

Start teaching straight away with detailed three-part lesson plans that
include clear syllabus references, common mistakes and remediation,
and useful tips for a fresh approach

●

Raise standards with extra practice sheets on the CD-ROM with
consolidation questions to support less able students and extended
questions to stretch high achievers

●

Check and mark students’ work with the answers for the Student Book
exercises and examination sections; homework sheets; consolidation
and extension questions all available on the CD-ROM

Online Resource:
●

Access high-quality exam-style practice questions with end of chapter
tests in Word

●

Customise the tests in Word to suit your teaching needs

●

Track students’ progress with detailed mark schemes for the tests
Connect

The online resource includes the Student Book and chapter tests, making it ideal for both classroom
teaching and for setting and assessing homework.
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Student Book [Second edition]

978-0-00-815037-2

£24.99

Teacher Pack [Second edition]

978-0-00-815036-5

£100.00

Online resource: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence

978-0-00-815038-9

£250.00 + VAT

●

Give your students the flexibility to revise in a way that suits them
with a combined revision guide and workbook

●

Equip students with the skills they need to revise effectively and
perform well in the exam, with worked examples and exam hints

●

Help students monitor their own progression with ‘track your
progress’ sheets

Collins Cambridge IGCSE Maths Revision Guide

978-0-00-745127-2

£14.99

Age
14-16

Maths

Collins Cambridge IGCSE®
Maths Revision Guide

The Revision Guide has not been
through the Cambridge endorsement
process.

Collins Advanced Mathematics

Age
16+

IB

A comprehensive resource for Advanced Level which is
ideal for use with international curriculums.
●

Build confidence through hundreds of questions at the right level

●

 nsure students are fully prepared for their exams
E
with extensive practice exercises, worked examples
and full A-Level examination questions

●

 romote understanding through consolidation
P
exercises at the end of each topic

Each topic within every book is
available to download from
www.collins.co.uk/advancedmaths

Collins Advanced Mathematics Statistics

978-0-00-742904-2

£24.99

Collins Advanced Mathematics Mechanics

978-0-00-742905-9

£24.99

Collins Advanced Mathematics Pure Mathematics

978-0-00-742906-6

£24.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths

Collins Maths Frameworking

Age
11–14

Third Edition
Authors: Kevin Evans, Keith Gordon, Trevor Senior, Brian Speed and Chris Pearce

The right progression for all levels.

Pupil Books:
● Inspire pupils with a chapter opener that puts

maths in context
● Focus on key maths skills, with problem-solving

and reasoning questions flagged
● Achieve fluency through plenty of practice questions
● Make connections across different areas of

mathematics with synoptic extended questions at the
end of each chapter that use maths from previous
chapters

Teacher Packs:
● Make planning simple with detailed, practical

schemes of work for 2 and 3 year teaching
● Detailed lesson plans are provided that can be

customised and edited easily and provide support for
new teachers and cover lessons
● Gain ideas on best practice including how to

measure progress, implement useful marking and
feedback, appropriate homework setting, and more
● Ready-made introduction to the scheme, designed

specifically for parents, that can be customised and
published on school’s website or given out at parents’
evenings
● Marking is simple, with all answers to the Pupil

Books included
26

Connect
The online resource comprises interactive Pupil
Books as well as Homework and Assessment Books,
to allow flexible learning and regular checks on
progress.

Online Resource:
● Encourage progression with a structured way of

setting homework that allows pupils to get the
practice they need to progress
● Provide activities for all levels per year, with

questions to reinforce core learning and to
stretch and challenge
● Build problem solving and mathematical

reasoning skills with extra targeted practice
● Save time with automarked homework for every

topic in the Pupil Books
● Focus on assessment right from the start with

half-termly tests and end of year tests
● Easily launch videos, quizzes, interactive activities

and more straight from the page

NEW

Age
14+

Maths

Collins GCSE Maths for AQA
and Edexcel, 4th Edition
Your whole class will need frequent practice in problem-solving and
reasoning skills to succeed in the new GCSE Maths exams.
Our resources provide exactly for that, for students at every level.
And we’ve done it in the most easily accessible way.

Connect
Content is available online at home and at school, meaning it’s ideal for use as a front-of-class teaching tool and
as a way to set homework and tests.

COLLINS GCSE MATHS FOR AQA, FOURTH EDITION
AQA GCSE Maths Foundation Student Book

978-0-00-759743-7

£19.99

AQA GCSE Maths Foundation Practice Book: Use and apply standard techniques

978-0-00-811384-1

£7.99

AQA GCSE Maths Foundation Skills Book:
Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically and solve problems

978-0-00-811386-5

£7.99

AQA GCSE Maths Foundation Teacher Pack

978-0-00-811392-6

£100.00

AQA GCSE Maths Higher Student Book

978-0-00-759734-5

£19.99

AQA GCSE Maths Higher Practice Book: Use and apply standard techniques

978-0-00-811383-4

£7.99

AQA GCSE Maths Higher Skills Book:
Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically and solve problems

978-0-00-811385-8

£7.99

AQA GCSE Maths Higher Teacher Pack

978-0-00-811391-9

£100.00

AQA Foundation Booster Workbook: Targeting Grades 4/5

978-0-00-811419-0

£5.99

COLLINS GCSE MATHS FOR EDEXCEL			
Edexcel GCSE Maths Foundation Student Book

978-0-00-811382-7

£19.99

Edexcel GCSE Maths Foundation Practice Book: Use and apply standard techniques

978-0-00-811388-9

£7.99

Edexcel GCSE Maths Foundation Skills Book:
Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically, and solve problems

978-0-00-811390-2

£7.99

Edexcel GCSE Maths Foundation Teacher Pack

978-0-00-811394-0

£100.00

Edexcel Foundation Booster Workbook: Targetting Grades 4/5

978-0-00-811420-6

£5.99

Edexcel GCSE Maths Higher Teacher Pack

978-0-00-811393-3

£100.00

Edexcel GCSE Maths Higher Skills Book:
Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically, and solve problems

978-0-00-811389-6

£7.99

Edexcel GCSE Maths Higher Practice Book: Use and apply standard techniques

978-0-00-811387-2

£7.99

Edexcel GCSE Maths Higher Student Book

978-0-00-811381-0

£19.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

KS2
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Maths

Collins and Letts Maths Revision

NEW

Age
11–16

With clear and accessible explanations of all the essential KS3 and GCSE content,
these books provide full revision and practice opportunities for each topic.

COLLINS KS3 REVISION

COLLINS GCSE REVISION AND PRACTICE –
NEW 2015 CURRICULUM

Maths (Standard) Revision Guide
978-0-00-756276-3
£7.99

NEW GCSE Maths Higher Tier: All-In-One
Revision and Practice
978-0-00-811252-3
£10.99

Maths (Standard) All-in-One Revision and
Practice
978-0-00-756277-0
£10.99

NEW GCSE Maths Foundation Tier: All-In-One
Revision and Practice
978-0-00-811254-7
£10.99

Maths (Advanced) Revision Guide
978-0-00-756278-7
£7.99

NEW LETTS GCSE REVISION SUCCESS

Maths (Advanced) All-in-One Revision and
Practice
978-0-00-756279-4
£10.99
Maths Y7 Practice
978-0-00-756266-4

£4.99

Maths Y8 Practice
978-0-00-756267-1

£4.99

Maths Y9 Practice
978-0-00-756268-8

NEW GCSE Maths Higher: Complete Revision &
Practice
978-1-84-419805-4
£10.99
NEW GCSE Maths Foundation: Complete
Revision & Practice
978-1-84-419808-5
£10.99
NEW GCSE Maths Higher: Revision Guide
978-1-84-4198023
£5.99

£4.99

NEW GCSE Maths Foundation: Revision Guide
978-1-84-419806-1
£5.99

LETTS KS3 REVISION
Maths Revision Guide
978-1-84-419755-2

£4.99

Maths Workbook
978-1-84-419756-9

£4.99

NEW GCSE Maths Higher: Exam Practice
Workbook, with Practice Test Paper
978-1-84-4198047
£5.99
NEW GCSE Maths Foundation: Exam Practice
Workbook, with Practice Test Paper
978-1-84-4198078
£5.99

Maths Complete Coursebook
978-1-84-419757-6
£12.99
Maths Practice Test Papers
978-1-84-419758-3
£5.99
COLLINS GCSE REVISION AND PRACTICE –

Download free Collins flashcards at
collins.co.uk/collinsks3revision
collins.co.uk/collinsgcserevision

Download free Letts audio at
collins.co.uk/lettsks3revision
collins.co.uk/lettsgcserevision

Further Maths Practice Book for the NEW
AQA Level 2 Certificate: Revised Edition

Age
14–16

Author: Trevor Senior
Prepare for the AQA Certificate in Further Mathematics with the revised edition of
Collins Further Maths Practice Book. Fully updated to include answers at the back,
this book is perfect for revision for final exams with plenty of graded practice,
worked examples and exam-style questions.
● Introduces new concepts with ease using explanations, key reminders and worked examples for each topic
● Consolidates learning with graded exercises
● Challenges more able pupils with questions that tackle the A* with Distinction grade
● Prepares students for exams with challenging problem-solving and exam-style questions

NEW AQA Level 2 Further Maths Practice Book, revised edition 978-0-00-815862-0 £12.99
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Age
16+

IB

NEW

Age
16+

Sociology

Sociology Themes and
Perspectives
Authors: Michael Haralambos and Martin Holborn
Eighth edition of the bestselling ‘Blue Bible’ of Sociology
● Ensure your teaching is as current as possible with the 8th edition of this

essential resource, featuring completely up-to-date sociological teaching,
the latest research, empirical studies and theoretical developments, and
an all-new section on ‘Development and Globalisation’
● Raise standards and engagement in sociology with an easy-to-follow

format that makes understanding the subject easier for all your students
and helps them access the answers to any queries they may have
● Guide students to success with informative, clear and concise

explanations of all sociological concepts and theories

Sociology Themes and Perspectives 8th Edition

978-0-00-749882-6

£39.99

Sociology Themes and Perspectives Handbook

978-0-00-731072-2

£11.99

AQA A-level Sociology,
4th edition
Authors: Steve Chapman, Martin Holborn,
Stephen Moore and Dave Aiken
Revised and updated resources for the new A-level Sociology
curriculum, for first teaching in September 2015. This fourth edition
of the market-leading course is designed to help students master the
knowledge and skills to excel in their studies.

NEW AQA A-level Sociology – Student Book 1 [Fourth edition] 978-0-00-759747-5 £24.99
NEW AQA A-level Sociology – Student Book 2 [Fourth edition] 978-0-00-759749-9 £24.99
AQA A level Sociology – AS

978-0-00-726777-4 £21.99

Sociology A level for AQA / A2

978-0-00-728844-1 £22.99

Sociology A and A2 Assessment Pack for AQA

978-0-00-734521-2 £100.00

The Teacher Packs are available as a printed pack (with CD-ROM) or a
digital download (including editable WORD files) which can be downloaded
from www.collins.co.uk/AQAAlevelSociology

www.collins.co.uk

Student Book 2 has entered the
AQA approval process.

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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History

Collins Key Stage 3 History

Age
11-14

Series Editor: Derrick Murphy
Captivate your pupils with Collins Key Stage 3 History.
Designed to increase historical understanding, it’s ideal
for your lower secondary pupils.
● 	Engaging visual content helps to build historical skills and helps

pupils understand links between events, time periods and
locations
● 	Use this flexible package as a series of one-off lessons or as a longer programme

Book 1: 1066–1750

978-0-00-734574-8

£13.99

KS3 REVISION

Book 2: 1750–1918

978-0-00-734575-5

£13.99

NEW History Revision Guide 978-0-00-756288-6

£7.99

Book 3: Twentieth Century

978-0-00-734576-2

£19.99

NEW History All-in-One Revision and Practice
978-0-00-756289-3

£10.99

Letts Revise GCSE History Study Guide

Age
14-16

Letts GCSE Revise Study Guides provide complete study support with
frequent progress checks, exam practice questions and invaluable
advice from examiners on how to achieve the best results in the exams.
Plus – complete A Level Study Guide also available.
Revise GCSE History Study Guide

978-1-90-641580-8 £10.99

Letts Complete AS & A2 History Study Guide 978-1-84-419439-1 £17.99

Flagship History
Authors: Derrick Murphy, Terry Morris, Kathryn Cooper
Bring history to life with the bestselling Flagship
History series written by a leading author team.
● Comprehensive coverage of key history topics written

by trusted authors
● Raise exam results by preparing your students

effectively with study aids, source-based questions and
a section on study and examination skills
● Enhance engagement and achievement using an easy-

to-follow layout, with concise explanations of difficult
terms and concepts in the margins
Please see order form for full list of titles
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Age
16+

IB

NEW

Citizenship

Your Life

Age
11-16

Authors: John Foster and Simon Foster
Deliver the only whole-school solution for Citizenship
and Personal, Social and Health Education with a
clear and comprehensive programme for lower
secondary and upper secondary.

YOUR LIFE KS3
KS3 Co-Ordinator’s File

978-0-00-759272-2

£77.00

Student Book 1

978-0-00-759269-2

£15.75

Student Book 2

978-0-00-759270-8

£15.75

Student Book 3

978-0-00-759271-5

£15.75

New Student Book 4

978-0-00-812940-8

£15.99

New Student Book 5

978-0-00-812941-5

£15.99

KS4 Co-ordinator’s File

978-0-00-734520-5

£77.00

YOUR LIFE KS4

Citizenship Today

Age
14-16

Author: Jenny Wales
● 	Deliver GCSE-level Citizenship with confidence using

these exam board specific series, designed to motivate and
challenge your students
● 	Guide students to exam success with model

exam questions and answers at the end of
each section, written by Jenny Wales, a senior
examiner and experienced author

CITIZENSHIP TODAY FOR OCR
Student Book

978-0-00-732439-2 £19.00

CITIZENSHIP TODAY FOR EDEXCEL
Student Book

978-0-00-731264-1

£19.00

NEW EDITIONS COMING MAY 2016
Student Book

978-0-00-816292-4 £19.99

Teacher’s File

978-0-00-816293-1 £200

Collins GCSE Citizenship Revision

Age
14-16

Author: Jenny Wales
● 	Improve students’ grades with this great value combined revision guide and

workbook with detachable answers, written by top author Jenny Wales
● 	Help students revise, practise, check their

progress and improve results with this
all-in-one resource

www.collins.co.uk

Collins Revision GCSE Citizenship

978-0-00-735060-5 £10.99

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Geography and Atlases

Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Geography

Age
14-16

Authors: John Belfield, Jack and Meg Gillet and
John Rutter
Consultant editor: John Belfield
Student Book:
●

 ngage students with an investigative approach to Cambridge
E
IGCSE Geography, written in partnership with the Geographical
Association and consultant-edited by an examiner

●

 elp students achieve success with full coverage of the
H
core themes and skills, exam preparation guidance and questions and
answers from the full range of question types

●

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International
Examinations to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2016

 nable students to manage their own learning with clearly highlighted
E
learning objectives and target information for success in their course

The Teacher Guide has not been through
the Cambridge endorsement process

Teacher Guide:
●

 omprehensive planning support with lesson plans to match
C
double-page spreads in the Student Book as well as worksheets
and ideas for differentiation and assessment

●

 ully supports the investigative approach of
F
the Student Book and the 0460 syllabus

●

 reate exciting geographical lessons with editable
C
versions of all lesson plans and worksheets as well as
photographs for classroom/whiteboard display from
the weblink supplied in the book

Collins Cambridge AS and
A Level Geography

Revised and updated
for the Cambridge IGCSE
Geography syllabus

Student Book

978-0-00-758906-7

Teacher Guide 978-0-00-758907-4

NEW

£21.99
£100.00

Age
16-18

Authors: Barnaby Lenon, Iain Palôt, Robert Morris,
Rebecca Kitchen and Andy Schindler
Collins Cambridge AS/A Level Geography Student Book covers all the
core syllabus topics as well as the physical and human geography options.
The book will help students to obtain the knowledge, understanding and
skills to succeed in their geographical studies.
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●

 he content is accessible and clearly organised with a student
T
friendly layout. The depth of content coverage is suitable for the
whole range of abilities

●

 llustrated throughout, it contains a wealth of maps, diagrams and info-graphics to
I
support the interesting and current case studies taken from around the world

Cambridge AS and A Level Geography Student Book

978-0-00-812422-9

£35.00

Teacher Resource DVD

ISBN TBC

£200.00 + VAT

We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations towards
endorsement of this forthcoming title

Geography and Atlases

Collins School
World Atlas

Age
11-14

● Help

your pupils develop strong map, atlas and data
handling skills with this atlas containing easy-to-read
reference maps

● Ensure

you have the most practical resource for the
classroom – created in consultation with teachers and covering
all the global issues required by the National Curriculum,
including natural and human case studies

● Engage

your pupils in learning more about the world today
with fantastic satellite imagery and photographs supported by
the latest facts and statistics

Collins School World Atlas

978-0-00-748441-6 			 £8.99

Collins School World Atlas Whiteboard Edition CD-ROM 978-0-00-748584-0			 £30.00 + VAT
NEW Collins School Atlas

978-0-00-814676-4

Collins KS3 Revision
Geography

Feb 2016

£9.99

Age
11-14

With clear and accessible explanations of all the essential KS3
content, this new series provides lots of practice opportunities
for each topic. Based on new research that proves repeated
practice is more effective than repeated study, it is guaranteed
to help students achieve the best results.
There are clear and concise revision notes, plus seven practice
opportunities for every topic covered in the curriculum.

Geography Revision Guide

978-0-00-756286-2

£7.99

Geography All-in-One Revision and Practice

978-0-00-756287-9

£10.99

Download free flashcards at collins.co.uk/collinsks3revision

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Geography and Atlases

Collins Student Atlas

NEW

Age
14-16

Be confident your atlases are up-to-date and perfectly suited to
classroom use at GCSE and beyond with this atlas, which includes a
dictionary of geographical terms, the latest reference and thematic
mapping, statistics and a comprehensive index.

Collins Student Atlas PB

978-0-00-759138-1

£10.99

Collins Student Atlas HB

978-0-00-759139-8

£13.99

Collins Geographical Enquiry

NEW

Focusing on question led enquiries, Collins Geography resources for
lower secondary help students to recognise, understand and evaluate the
relationships between people and environments.
● Pupil Books encourage discovery with enquiries focusing

on ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions consisting of one overarching
investigative question and a series of sub questions
● Enquiries are supported by teacher resources that provide

advice and support on approaches to learning and teaching
and the generation of meaningful outcomes

Student Book 1 978-0-00-741103-0

£15.99

Student Book 2 978-0-00-741116-0

£15.99

Student Book 3 978-0-00-741118-4

£15.99

Teacher Book 1 978-0-00-741115-3

£50.00

Teacher Book 2 978-0-00-741117-7

£50.00

Teacher Book 3 978-0-00-741119-1

£50.00

Geography Fieldwork and
Skills for AS/A level

Age
16+

● Written for the new A level specifications by a leading author team
● New edition fully revised and improved to take account of changes in the new A level

specifications
● Covers the three main aspects of fieldwork investigation: collecting, processing and

presenting the data

Geography Fieldwork and Skills for AS/A level
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978-0-00-759282-1

£35.00

Age
11-14

NEW

Age
14-16

ICT

Collins Cambridge
IGCSE® ICT
Authors: Paul Clowrey and Colin Stobart
Consultant editors: Brian Sargent and John Reeves
Student Book:
● Engage your students by linking theory and practice with relevant

scenarios and skills-building activities
● Provide thorough preparation as students build up to exam-style tasks

and are supported with practice questions and answers
● Support students further with source files for practical tasks, practice

questions and answers and further information sheets on an accompanying
CD-ROM

Teacher Guide:

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations
to support the full syllabus for
examination from 2016

● Comprehensive planning support with lesson plans to match every unit

in the Student Book as well as worksheets and ideas for differentiation

The Teacher Guide has not been through the
Cambridge endorsement process

● Create exciting ICT lessons with editable versions

of all lesson plans, worksheets and PowerPoint
presentations on the accompanying CD-ROM
● Support your planning with a suggested

two-year scheme of work and answers to
every activity and question in the Student Book

Student Book, second edition

978-0-00-812097-9 £23.99

Teacher Guide, second edition 978-0-00-812098-6 £100.00

PRACTICAL

SESSION 5

Internet research

Basic searches
Keywords are essential for any basic search and they can often be used
to find information quickly. For example an input device that will appear
in your presentation is a mouse. A simple search will quickly produce
information and images. Unfortunately not all the results may be relevant
to your school work.

Background
A good presentation requires relevant information and images, suitable
for audience and purpose. The Internet provides access to millions
of pages, documents, images and descriptions that can help when
researching any project, but deciding where to start looking and what
keywords to use can be daunting. In order to produce the presentation in
this unit you will need to search for images and technical information on
input and output devices. In this session you will look at the following:
●● Choosing a search engine
● Using advanced searches
●● Using basic searches
● Downloading files and images
●● Using specific websites

Activity 2
Carry out single term searches using the following ICT words:
Mouse Keyboard Speaker Chip Memory
Are the results you find always relevant to ICT and if not what do they refer to?
Discuss with a friend the advantages and disadvantages of basic searches?

Advanced search techniques
More specific searches require more specific questions. There are many
words that have two or more meanings or are so common that a simple
search produces millions of results.

Search Engines
There are many search engines available but they all perform a similar
task; searching for content based on the words you enter. Here are a
few popular search engines.

Most search engines have an advanced search feature that allows more
keywords to be entered to refine the search and produce more relevant
results.

On the CD

Using the mouse example an advanced search could be created as
follows:
Keyword: mouse

www.google.com

www.yahoo.com

Keyword: keyboard

www.ask.com

Most search engines will also help narrow down your results from the
start by allowing you to choose the type of information you require.

Keyword: input

Keyword: device

Unwanted keywords:
mammal or animal

Ranging from images,
news and shopping
to videos and books.
Targeted searches can
be carried out without
extra search terms.

Activity 1
How many different search engines are you, your friends and family aware of?
Which are the most popular and why?

40

Unit 2 Input and output devices

Language: English

The first result from the
search is a Wikipedia
article on the history and
technical specifications
of a standard computer
mouse.

Session 5 Internet research

IGCSE ICT template.indd 40-41

41

08/07/2011 19:01

Sample from Collins Cambridge IGCSE® ICT

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Business Studies

Collins Cambridge IGCSE®
Business Studies

Age
14–16

Authors: Andrew Dean, Mark Gardiner and Denry Machin
Written and reviewed by experienced Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies
teachers from around the world, this series is fully matched to the Cambridge
IGCSE Business Studies syllabus. It combines clear explanation, real-life
international case studies and teacher guidance to effectively build students’ key
skills and knowledge.

Student Book
●

Deliver a course that reflects the modern business world
with up-to-date examples and data

●

Put Business Studies in context with engaging real-life
case studies from around the world for every topic

●

Build students’ skills in application, analysis and
evaluation with targeted activities and practice

●

Focus on Assessment with exam-style questions and case
studies with supporting questions for every section

●

Help students take charge of their own learning with
‘Knowledge Check’ questions for every topic

Teacher Resource Pack
●

Reduce planning time with a comprehensive Scheme
of Work, editable lesson plans and worksheets

●

Choose from engaging, varied lesson activities
perfectly tailored to the syllabus objectives

Student Book

978-0-00-750702-3

This resource is endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2015
The Teacher Resource Pack has not been through
the Cambridge endorsement process

£21.99

Teacher Resource Pack

978-0-00-750703-0 £99.99

Online resource: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence

978-0-00-750705-4 £100.00 + VAT

Connect

Access content at home or in the
classroom with the online edition of
the Student Book

36

Age
14–16

Written by Andrew Dean, Mark Gardiner and Denry Machin
Collins’ Cambridge O Level Business Studies Student Book is fully matched
to the Cambridge O Level Business Studies syllabus. Containing real-life
international case studies and focused skills activities, it will support students
throughout their O Level.

●

Deliver a course that reflects the modern business world
with up to date examples and data

●

Put Business Studies in context with engaging real-life case
studies from around the world for every topic

●

 nable students to access the syllabus content with a fresh,
E
visual design and language tailored to English as a Second
Language learners

●

Build students’ skills in application, analysis and evaluation
with targeted skills activities and skills builders

●

 upport students in preparing for exams with exam-style
S
questions and case studies with supporting questions for
every section

●

 ncourage students to check their understanding with
E
‘knowledge check’ questions for every topic

●

Improve students’ vocabulary and understanding of key terms
and concepts with the extensive Glossary

Business Studies

Collins Cambridge
O Level Business Studies

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations
to support the full syllabus for
examination from 2015
The Teacher Pack has not been through
the Cambridge endorsement process

Student Book

978-0-00-753246-9

£21.99

Teacher Pack

978-0-00-753245-2

£99.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Design and Technology

Collins Cambridge IGCSE®
Design and Technology

NEW

Student Book

Prepare for the new Cambridge IGCSE® Design and
Technology syllabus with the only book endorsed by
Cambridge. The title follows a skills-building approach that
links together the theory and practical parts of the syllabus
to effectively build students’ key skills and knowledge,
while also providing support and guidance for teachers.
Student Book:

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE
DESIGN AND
TECHNOLOGY

®

Justin Harris

We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations towards
endorsement of this forthcoming title

●

Provides detailed information that will allow students to develop the
skills they need to make the transition from theory to practical
application

●

Helps students prepare for both the written and practical parts of the exam
with guidance on the final project and exam-style questions

●

All three optional papers (Resistant Materials, Graphic Products, and Systems and
Control) are covered in full, in addition to the core Product Design section

Teacher Guide:
●

Fully supports the approach of the Student Book, using scenarios and skills-building to
link together the theory and practical parts of the syllabus

●

Contains lesson plans and activities that are suitable for a range of international
classroom environments

●

Provides guidance on setting up and running practical project work in the classroom

Online Resource:
●

PowerPoint presentations to support the teacher in the classroom and to create an
engaging and relevant environment that will inspire and motivate students

●

Interactive quizzes and exam-style questions to provide further practice and
reinforcement for students
Connect

The digital component provides additional resources for both students and teachers,
supporting learning both at school and at home through presentations, quizzes and practice
questions.
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Age
14–16

Student Book		

978-0-00-812468-7

£23.99

Teacher Guide		

978-0-00-814421-0

£100.00

Online resource: Powered by Collins Connect, 1 year licence

978-0-00-816011-1

£100.00 + VAT

Design and Technology

National 4 & 5 and Higher Graphic
Communication Course Notes

Age
14-16

The National 4 & 5 and Higher Graphic Communication Course Notes take
a practical and supportive approach, helping you to deliver the new curriculum.
They offer an appropriate blend of sound teaching and learning with exam and
assessment guidance.

National 4 & 5 Graphic Communication Course Notes

978-0-00-750479-4

£16.99

National 5 Design and Manufacture
Success Guide

Age
14-16

Provides students with easy-to-use revision. Guidance on the new course
and assessments is included.

NEW National 5 Design and Manufacture Success Guide

978-0-00-750483-1

£10.99

Technical Drawing GCE and CSE

Age
14-16

Author: J. N. Green
Enable students to learn quickly with this flexible, visual approach based
resource.

Technical Drawing GCE and CSE 978-0-00-322298-2 £23.75

Real-World Technology – Resistant Materials

Age
14-16

Author: Colin Chapman
Teach the knowledge, skills and processes involving resistant materials
and their application in the lives of designers and manufacturers with an
effective combination of workshop and classroom activity.

Real-World Technology – Resistant Materials

www.collins.co.uk

978-0-00-711532-7

£25.00

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Design and Technology

Collins GCSE Revision Essentials –
Design and Technology

Age
14-16

Straight-to-the-point revision and practice with no distractions – essential when revision
time is at a premium!
●

Clear and concise coverage of the exam assessed content

●

Simple and engaging explanations

●

Key words highlighted, plus a supporting glossary to build vocabulary

●

Lots of quick tests to check understanding

●

Practice questions covering all the different question formats for invaluable exam preparation

D&T: Electronic Products Revision Guide

978-1-90-641558-7 £5.99

D&T: Electronic Products Workbook

978-1-90-641559-4 £5.99

D&T: Food Technology Revision Guide

978-1-90-641546-4 £5.99

D&T: Food Technology Workbook

978-1-90-641547-1

D&T: Graphic Products Revision Guide

978-1-90-641549-5 £5.99

D&T: Graphic Products Workbook

978-1-90-641550-1 £5.99

D&T: Product Design Revision Guide

978-1-90-641555-6 £5.99

D&T: Product Design Workbook

978-1-90-641556-3 £5.99

D&T: Resistant Materials Revision Guide

978-1-90-641543-3 £5.99

D&T: Resistant Materials Workbook

978-1-90-641544-0 £5.99

D&T: Textiles Technology Revision Guide

978-1-90-641552-5

£5.99

D&T: Textiles Technology Workbook

978-1-90-641553-2

£5.99

£5.99

Collins Design and Technology –
Foundation Course

Age
11-14

Teach the essential skills and knowledge for Design & Technology with this
full-colour textbook, providing clear and accessible introductions for students.

Collins Design and Technology Foundation Course

978-0-00-327352-6

£19.50

Collins GCSE Design & Technology

Age
14-16

Authors: Colin Chapman and Mel Peace
Cover GCSE Design and Technology with ease with this title for students of
Resistant Materials, Systems and Control Technology and Electronic Products.

Collins GCSE Design & Technology: Design and Realisation
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978-0-00-322035-3

£25.99

Modern Languages

Mission: français

Age
11-14

Editor: Linzy Dickinson
Authors: Marie-Thérèse Bougard, Glennis Pye, Oliver Gray,
Ginny March and Liz Fotheringham

A fresh approach to teaching French
Pupil Books
● Motivate pupils with an engaging comic book story

that runs throughout the course
● Equip pupils with an understanding of the mechanics

of language
● Ensure pupils can access the course with carefully

designed use of English and French

Audio Video CD-ROM
Access audio, video and transcripts
for all the exercises in the Pupil Books
together in one place.
● Print off transcripts for easy

Pupil Book 1

978-0-00-751341-3 £12.99

Pupil Book 2

978-0-00-751342-0 £12.99

Pupil Book 3

978-0-00-751343-7 £12.99

distribution
● Easy access to the audio and video files without
internet connectivity

Audio Video Pack 1 978-0-00-753650-4 £80 + VAT

Grammar Workbooks

Audio Video Pack 2 978-0-00-753651-1 £80 + VAT

Encourage pupils to develop their grammar skills with:

Audio Video Pack 3 978-0-00-753652-8 £80 + VAT

● An attractive full-colour design to appeal to pupils
● Full explanation of all grammar points covered
● Plenty of practice questions to reinforce learning

Connect

See order form for digital access options
Workbook 1

978-0-00-751344-4 £4.50

Workbook 2

978-0-00-751345-1 £4.50

LANGUAGES REVISION

Workbook 3

978-0-00-751346-8 £4.50

Letts GCSE Study Guides – French (with CD)
978-1-90-641579-2

£14.99

Letts GCSE Study Guides – German (with CD)
978-1-90-641583-9

£14.99

Letts GCSE Study Guides – Spanish (with CD)
978-1-90-641585-3

£14.99

Lower Secondary French Revision Guide
978-0-00-756284-8

£7.99

Teacher Pack
Comprehensive support for teachers
with ready-to-use lesson plans
● Concise topic lessons that are

matched to the Pupil Book and
digital content
● Deliver focused language learning to pupils with
skill-based lesson plans
● ICT opportunities with detailed guidance
throughout

Teacher Pack 1

978-0-00-751347-5 £50 + VAT

Teacher Pack 2

978-0-00-751348-2 £50 + VAT

Teacher Pack 3

978-0-00-751333-8 £50 + VAT

www.collins.co.uk

Lower Secondary French All-in-One Revision and Practice
978-0-00-756285-5 £10.99
Collins French Revision Guide
978-1-90-641564-8

£5.99

Collins German Revision Guide
978-1-90-641568-6

£5.99

Collins German Workbook

978-1-84-419660-9

£4.99

Collins Spanish Revision Guide
978-1-90-641567-9

£5.99

Collins Spanish Workbook

£4.99

978-1-84-419661-6

LETTS GCSE SUCCESS REVISION GUIDES
French Revision Guide

978-1-84-419521-3

£4.99

German Revision Guide

978-1-84-419523-7

£4.99

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Modern
Maths Languages

Collins Bilingual School Dictionaries

Age
11–14

● Complete vocabulary for Key Stage 3 is covered
● Clear colour layout and alphabet tabs down the side of each page

help guide pupils to information quickly
● The dictionary includes language tips and culture notes throughout

COLLINS SCHOOL DICTIONARIES (PB, 151 X 108MM)
French School Dictionary

978-0-00-756935-9 £6.99

Spanish School Dictionary

978-0-00-756933-5

£6.99

German School Dictionary

978-0-00-756934-2

£6.99

COLLINS GEM SCHOOL DICTIONARIES (PB, 111X76 MM)
Collins Gem Spanish School Dictionary

978-0-00-756930-4 £4.99

Collins Gem French School Dictionary

978-0-00-756931-1

£4.99

Collins Gem German School Dictionary

978-0-00-756932-8

£4.99

Collins Gem Irish School Dictionary

978-0-00-741058-3

£4.99

Collins Easy Learning Dictionaries

Age
14-16

● Get it right: thousands of examples show students exactly how translations are used
● Get there fast: clear colour layout takes your students quickly to the words they

want, with key GCSE vocabulary flagged for rapid identification
● Have confidence: fun, practical supplements focus on key exam vocabulary

COLLINS EASY LEARNING DICTIONARIES (PB, 197 X 130 MM)
Easy Learning French Dictionary

978-0-00-753096-0

£9.99

Easy Learning Spanish Dictionary

978-0-00-753094-6

£9.99

Easy Learning German Dictionary

978-0-00-753095-3

£9.99

Easy Learning Italian Dictionary

978-0-00-753093-9

£10.99

Easy Learning Polish Dictionary

978-0-00-755191-0

£12.99

Easy Learning Mandarin Chinese Dictionary

978-0-00-811951-5

£10.99

Easy Learning Chinese Characters

978-0-00-745006-0

£9.99

Collins Complete and Unabridged
Dictionaries
● The largest on the market, with around 300,000 references
● Include cultural notes and indispensable Language in Use supplements

Collins Robert French Dictionary HB

978-0-00-733155-0 £40.00

Collins Spanish Dictionary 40th Anniversary Edition HB 978-0-00-738238-5 £40.00
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Collins German Dictionary HB

978-0-00-751083-2

Collins Italian Dictionary HB

978-0-00-736783-2 £45.00

£40.00

Age
14+

Modern Languages

Collins Secondary
Language Dictionaries

Age
14+

With its clear layout, this invaluable book offers the learner of
Chinese or English the essential two-in-one reference: an
up-to-date dictionary and a user-friendly language supplement
in one handy volume.
Chinese Dictionary 978-0-00-738236-1

£13.99

Collins Secondary
Language Dictionaries

Age
14-18

Collins Pocket Dictionaries offer learners extensive and
up-to-date coverage of each language and English in a
portable format, with a handy supplement of essential
grammar points.

Collins Pocket Arabic Dictionary

978-0-00-741968-5

£7.99

Collins Chinese Pocket Dictionary

978-0-00-748553-6

£10.99

Collins Pocket Japanese Dictionary

978-0-00-741970-8

£7.99

Collins Pocket Korean Dictionary

978-0-00-745421-1

£8.99

Collins Pocket Portuguese Dictionary

978-0-00-748552-9

£9.99

Collins Russian Pocket Dictionary

978-0-00-726375-2

£12.99

Collins is proud to be associated with many esteemed
professional bodies around the world.

L A H C
Sharing expertise for school improvement
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We’re here to help
To place an order or for any queries, contact:
Or contact one of our distributors:

COLLINS
HarperCollins Publishers
Westerhill Road
Bishopbriggs
Glasgow G64 2QT
Tel: +44 141 306 3484
Fax: +44 141 306 3750
Email: collins.international@
harpercollins.co.uk

AFRICA
GAMBIA
Timbooktoo
Tel: +220 449 4345
Email: timbooktoo@qanet.gm
Ghana, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Benin

PAKISTAN
Publishers Marketing Associates
Tel: +3 511 2867
Email: pma@cyber.net.pk
SINGAPORE & BRUNEI
APD Singapore
Tel: +65 6749 3551
Email: apdacad@apdsing.com

COTE D’LVOIRE
EPP Book Service
Tel: +233 21 78 48 49
Email:
gibrine.adam@eppbooksglobal.com

AMERICAS

TOM CANE
Tel: +44 (0)755 718 8350
Email: tom.cane@harpercollins.co.uk

KENYA
Educate Yourself
Tel: +254 020 374 6280
Email: info@eysltd.biz

LOUISA HADFIELD
Tel: +44 (0)7557 188371
Email:
louisa.hadfield@harpercollins.co.uk

MAURITIUS
Editions Le Printemps
Tel: +696 1017
Email: elp@intnet.mu

BRAZIL
SBS Brazil
Sales Department
Tel: +55 11 2238 4477
Email: sbs@sbs.com.br

Our International Team are happy
to help, please contact:

AFRICA & CARIBBEAN

ARGENTINA
KEL Ediciones
Tel: 011 47175603

CANADA
HarperCollins Canada
Email: www.harpercollins.ca

NIGERIA
Schoolstore Ng
Idowu Akinlade
Email: idowua@schoolstoreng.com

CHILE
Libromania
Tel: +56 2 2228 7983
Email: contacto@libromania.cl

RWANDA
Librarie Ikirezi
Tel: +250 252 571 314
Email: Info@ikirezi.biz

COLOMBIA
English Language Services
Tel: +571 481 4901 / +571 481 4819
Email: nidia.sanchez@elscolombia.com

MICHELLE CRESSWELL
Tel: +44 (0) 7557 188449
Email:
michelle.cresswell@harpercollins.co.uk

SOUTH AFRICA, BOTSWANA,
NAMIBIA, LESOTHO & SWAZILAND
Book Promotions
Tel: +27 21 707 5700
Email: orders@bookpro.co.za

MEXICO
Highlands Books, SA de CV
Tel: +52(614) 437-2727
Toll Free (in Mexico): 01800-777-8182
Email: info@hbooks.com.mx

VICTORIA GOODHEW
Victoria Goodhew
Tel: +44 (0) 7557 188369
Email:
victoria.goodhew@harpercollins.co.uk

UGANDA
Moses Mutumba
The Planet Book Centre Ltd
Tel: +256 41 423 1626
Email: m.mutumba@infocom.co.ug

PERU
SBS Peru
Sales Department
Tel: +51 1 206 4900
Email: sbs@sbs.com.pe

ASIA

PANAMA
British & American Books & Supplies
Tel: +507 229 3408 / +507 6675 3911
Email: jeronimoossa@gmail.com

LATIN AMERICA
DAVID WRIGHT
Tel: +44 (0) 7557 188047
Email:
david.wright@harpercollins.co.uk

EUROPE

EASTERN EUROPE
SEAMUS MURPHY
Tel: +7 909 167 5568
Email:
seamus.murphy@harpercollins.co.uk

MIDDLE EAST & ASIA
SYED SHAH
Tel: +971 (0)50 950 1027
Email: syed.shah@harpercollins.co.uk
THOMAS WILTSHIRE
Tel: +971 56 464 2879
Email:
thomas.wiltshire@harpercollins.co.uk
JAMES BOURN
Tel: +971 56 114 8983
Email:
James.Bourn@harpercollins.co.uk

FOR OTHER AREAS
ROB THOMPSON
Tel: +44 (0)7825 116 419
Email:
rob.thompson@harpercollins.co.uk

CHINA
HarperCollins China
Tel: +86 10 5877 1601
Email: wendy.wu@harpercollins.com
HONG KONG
Transglobal Publishers Services Ltd
Tel: +852 2413 5322
Email: Anthony.choy@transglobalpsl.com

URUGUAY
EQ Opciones en Educacion
Tel: +598 2900 9934
Email: opciones@adinet.com.uy

CARIBBEAN

INDIA
Collins India
Parvesh Mathur
Tel: +91 9910 704 892
Email:
parvesh.mathur@harpercollins-India.com

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
Keith Khan’s Books Etc Ltd
Tel: +1 (868) 653 2665
Fax: +1(868) 657 0468
Email: info@keithkhanbooksetc.com

JAPAN
Tim Burland
Tel/Fax: +81 (0)3-3424-8977
Email: tkburland@gmail.com

BELIZE
Book Centre
Mickey Craig
Tel: +501 227 7592
Email: books@btl.net

MALAYSIA
APD Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 7877 6063
Email: liliankoe@apdkl.com
MALDIVES
Asrafee Bookshop
Tel: +960 332 2307
Email: asrafee@asrafee.com

www.collins.co.uk

BARBADOS
Days Bookstore
Karen Austin
Tel: +1 (246) 426 9887
Ke.Austin@daysbookstore.com
GRENADA
Michael Philbert
Tel: +1 (473) 449 6876
Email: Philbert_m@yahoo.com

ST. VINCENT
Jujube Books
Telbert Samuel
Tel: +1 (784) 456 1599
Email: jujubebooks@gmail.com
ANTIGUA, BARBUDA & MONTSERRAT
Made in Antigua
Barbara Arrindell
Tel: +1 (268) 562 3198
ANGUILLA, ST. MAARTEN & BRITISH
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Coral Reef Bookstore
Dawn Reid
Tel: +1 (264) 462 6657
Email: coralreefbooks@anguilla.net
BERMUDA
Bermuda Bookstore
Hannah Willmott
Tel: +1 (441) 295 3698
Email: books@bookstore.bm

EUROPE
NORTHERN CYPRUS
M. Kemal Deniz Sti. Ltd
Tel: + 0 392 228 83 20
Email: mustafa.safakogullari@denizplaza.
com
DENMARK, NORWAY & SWEDEN
Witra Publishing
Tyska Brunnsplan 1
SE-111 29 Stockholm
Sweden
Tel: +46 86113520
Email: international@
witrapublishinggroup.com
RUSSIA
Bookhunter
Tel: +7 (495) 786 25 72
Email: angliabooks@bookhunter.ru
UKRAINE
Linguist Ltd
Tel: +38 044 599 3228
www.linguist.ua

MIDDLE EAST
EGYPT
Unlimited Press
Tel: +2 02 22801382
Email: info@unlimitedpress.net
SAUDI ARABIA
WBCO
Eng. Abdullah Karkar Al-Kubaisi
Tel: +966 13 859 8800, ext 100
Email: abdullah@wbco.sa

AUSTRALASIA
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
Nelson Cengage Learning
Tel: +61 3 9685 4217
Email: laura.whitton@cengage.com

ISBN 978-0-00-795100-0

9 780007 951000

